
Legal Defense Aggregates

1. The publicity of such a trial could indeed ignite a civil war.
2. Detective Officer Meyer attempted homicide and conspiracy to commit homicide

against me and I would like to testify against the officer.
3. I am audioboarded enhanced interrogation tortured by USA army voice to skull/

talk to head weapons of war used by fugitive war criminals who use invisibility
technology to enter my home and gang stalk me everywhere that I go. I am
physically, mentally, emotionally, and spiritually raped with over 500,000 words a
day of complete terror. These fugitive war criminals and what they say to me can
be found by subpoenaing the “sonic audiogram logs” which are the USA
government held transcribed audio and transcribed heads up display visual
enhanced interrogation torture of myself. These fugitive war criminals are wanted
by the International Criminal Courts.

4. I have been only able to sleep a couple of hours per week. The first time I got to
the jail I didn’t sleep for 8 nights and maybe only got 20 minute naps for nights
after that.

5. My future dreams include finishing my corporate accelerator, finding my wife,
having my children and starting a family, buying a home to fulfill the American
dream because I have objectively not had a home since living with my mother
Christine Ann Murphy in 2013. I want to move to Hawaii to avoid dangerous
environments and people.

6. I want the charge dropped and myself released from bail conditions.
7. I have had an active death warrant issued by President Joe Biden since at least

March of 2022 when the federal agents first told me. The warrant is issued for my
extrajudicial homicide which is illegal by the United Nations.

8. I have survived over 12 years of enhanced interrogation torture in the MK Ultra
supersoldier drone special access programs.

9. Explanation of incident, a PTSD episode. My PTSD from combat duty was left
untreated due to lack of finances. I had no friends on facebook. The post was
immediately taken down shortly after my arrest.

10.What Ozarks Healthcare did to me there that triggered my PTSD. Damned to hell
as a transexual stripper drug addicted prostitute then damned to hell as a gerbil
to be dismembered. Actions of the employees in the hospital.

11. I will issue a formal apology to the court for the incident.
12.Jail experience. Aggregates of inhumane living conditions. Human rights abuse.

Criminal neglect.
13.On my survivors website www.TylersTruth.com, not one fugitive war criminal has

ever been apprehended or prosecuted by the FBI or any law enforcement
agency. I have over 1000 fugitive war criminals on my website.

http://www.tylerstruth.com


14. I am a targeted individual.
15.There is a selective targeting of arrests including only myself being arrested

compared to the fugitive war criminals on my website.
16. I have made significant contributions to the human rights communities and to the

law enforcement communities.


